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We learn that a lightning rod company in Cincinnati has 
patented a system of lightning protection which consists of 
an iron rod running along the ridge of the building, with 
points at each end projecting upward. It is supported upon 
large glass insulators, and has no electrical connection with 
the building and no rod running to the ground. It is said 
that there are many public buildings in Iowa which have 
been provided with this system of lightning rods. We also 
perceive in the September number of the College Quarterly, 
a journal issued by the Iowa Agricultural College, in the in· 
terest of industrial progress, an inquiry addressed to Pro
feS89r Macomber of that college in regard to the possibility 

One copy, one year. postage included ....... . .......... .. ........ ...... $3 20 of p' rotecting a building from lig'htning by insulating it with One copy. six months. postage included ....... ...... ........ ..... ... .1 60 

To those unfamiliar with the fact that the vapor of water 
is always a necessary product of combustion, the production 
of frost in an atmosphere of fire seems to be not merely 
wonderful but magical. And we confess that perfect famili
arity with the chemistry of combustion did not greatly miti
gate our surprise on witnessing the phenomeno� Of course 
the principle is the same as in the familiar experiment of 
freezing water by the rapid vaporizing of sulphuric �ther 
or other volatile liquid in the presence of high heat; but in 
this case refrigeration is from within, and one seeA only the 
flame surrounding an iron pipe, on which the nascent water 
vapor is immediately transformed into white frost. It is 
worthy of remark that the frost is whitest where the flame 
is hottest, for there the vapor is formed and the combustion 
is freeAt from smoke. Incidentally the phenomenon gives 
evidence of the intense cold generated by the machine, whicb 
is as compact and simple as it is powerful. It will be re· 
membered that Mr. Rankine is the gentleman who constructed 
the large skating rink at Gilmore's Garden last winter, main
taining for some weeks the largest sheet of artificial ice ever 
known. 

CIubs.-One extra copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be supplied a glass foundation. Professor Macomber in his reply admits 
gratis for every club of five subscribers at $3.20 each; additional copies at that it would be possible tbat a house thus built could be 
same proportionate rate. Postage prepaid. struck by lightning; but adds, "By insulating a building 

IITSingie copies of any desired number of the SUPPLEMENT sent to one the tendency to be struck by lightning would be very much Mdress on receipt of 10 cents. 
Remit by postal order. Address lessened and the severity of the shock much de· 
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EFFECTS OF HEAT IN THE COMSTOCK MINES. 

s a distinct paper from the SCIENTIFlO AMERICAN. THE SUPPLEMENT ! made to pass from the machine to an insulated body, al
s issued �eeklY: �very. number contains 16 octavo pages, with han�so.me i though tbe force of the shock will be much less than wben cover,umform In Slzewlth SCIENTIFICAMERICAN. Terms of subscrlptIon 
for SUPPLEMICNT, $5.00 a year. postage paid, to subscribers. Single copies not insulated." After-further illustration, Professor Macom· In an interesting paper read at the Pittsburg meeting of 
10 cents. Sold by all news dealers throughout the country. bel' concludes thus: "Practically it would be almost impos- the American Institute of Mining Engineers, Mr. John A. Conlbille(l Rates. -The SctENTIFIC AMERICAN and SL"'PPLEMENT . . • • • 

will be sent for one year. postage free, on receipt of seven doUars. Both Sible to lllsulate a bUlldmg because after ram commenced to Church reviewed at considerable length the accidents in the 
\lIlpers to one address or different addresses, as desired. fall it would wet it so that communication with the eart,h Comstock mines and their relation to deep mining. During 
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h��di�� company of Cincinnati and the inquirer in the College lowing beads: 1. Falls of rock, timber, etc. ; 2. Tramming; 

plates and pages of the four preceding weekly issues of the SCIENTIFIC Quarterly both have the belief in mind. Professor Macorn- 3. Effects of heat; 4. Falls of men; 5. Explosions , 6. Hoist-A�I! RICAN, with its splen did engraviugs and valuable information: (2.) • • •  • • • • 
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World. Single copies 50 cents. rr Manufacturers and others who desire. tempted to cntlC!se the tender manner With wblCh he treats these causes of danger and loss of hfe are common to all 
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this spark will be much less tban when thenody is not in- falling into the hot mine waters, which exhibit temperatures 
sulated. We cannot regard this as a practical illustration rising to 158' Fah. The most remarkable casualties, how· 
of what would take place even if a house could be perfectly ever, are due to the killing effect of labor in the hot and 
insulated by a glass foundation. In a laboratory one is deal- steaming atmosphere. The proportion of fatal casualties i s  
ing with feeble sparks. Moreover the relation between the larger i n  this class than i n  any other, being 7 3  per cent; and 
size of the spark, tbe size of the insulated body, and the from the peculiar mental effects of the heat it is highly prob
height of its insulation from the earth or neighboring con· able tbat it may be the real cause of many mishaps, which 
ducting masses is entirely different from the relation which under other circumstances would be ascribed to culpable 
exists between the size of thunderbolts, tbe size of build- blundering. 

I ings, and the height of any glass foundation with which any O n  the 1,900 level of the Gould & Curry mine a drift was 
, building could be provided. We cannot regard his illus- run along and quite near to the black dike, one of the hot 

tration in any sense a practical one. A thunderbolt which spots of the mine. At a spot where the thermometer marked 
can leap to a house or other building would not be pre- at times 12So Fah., Thomas Brown fainted while at work. 
vented from working its effect upon the building by any in- When taken to the surface and revived he was found to have 
sulation which human means could provide its foundation completely lost his memory. He could not tell his name or 
with. The spark would strike the house and then pass by wbere he lived, and had to be dressed and taken home byhis 
another leap the comparatively insensible interval which friends. The newspaper which recorded the occurrence said 
separates the house, provided with a grass foundation, from that sucb sudden loss of memory from overheating was quite 
the ground. It is true that tbe spark would be divided into common in the mines; aud suggested that the fact might 
a spark to the house and auotber to the ground, through or furnish an explanation of the walking off into fatal winzes 
around the glass foundation; but for the practical purpose and chutes by experienced miners, seemingly with deliberate 
of demolishing the house, its energy would be but little im· intention. 
paired. Suppose that a metallic ball a foot in diameter A frequent accident in these mines is fainting in the shaft 
should be hung up by a .rubber cord just an eighth of an while the cage is rising to the surface. The faintness is 
inch from the ground, and we should cause a spark twenty always felt immediately upon reaching the cooler air, a hun
feet or more in length to leap to tbe ball, what would take dred or a hundred and fifty feet from the surface, where 
place? The ball would receive almost the entire force of the there is usually a side draught through some adit. Tbis 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT shock, and the discbarge would find its way, so to fipeak, to happens so often that a man who has been working in a hot 
N C>. 200.. the ground through the space of one eighth of an inch drift is never allowed to go up alone. Long habitude to the 

FOl'the Week endine; NOTember 1. 18'19. which separates the ball from the ground. It does not heat is no safeguard against this danger, and serious acci-
Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers. matter whether this space is filled with air or glass or any dents have occurred in this way. 
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For the same reasons the glass insulators with which the bandIes of tbeir shovels they found him unable to move. 
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extremely elabota�e and valuable paper read before the 'British phr- be connected with the system of gas pipes and steam heating thing wrong with the man, and he was taken to a cooling 
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